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Abstract. In this review, we discuss various cosmological issues related to our Universe from a
string theoretic perspective. We analyse the pre-big bang cosmological scenario which appears naturally in this context due to the existence of scale factor duality symmetry in string theory. We
then discuss some of the attractive and problematic features of this scenario. Finally, we introduce a
method which is powerful enough to search for cosmological solutions in various low energy limits
of string theories.
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1. Introduction
Quantum gravitational interactions play an insignificant role at low energies. However,
since the gravitational coupling increases with energy, at higher energies gravitational interactions become significant. In particular, at an energy
, the gravitational
perturbation theory breaks down – leading to the problem of nonrenormalizability. Unfortunately, this is precisely the region which needs to be better understood in order to
answer various cosmological questions. The experimental observations of the red shift of
the cosmic microwave background leads us to the conclusion that as we go back in time,
we encounter epochs of high temperature, energy and curvature. It is thus clear that in
order to understand this region, we need to have a better understanding of the gravitational
interaction at high energies or equivalently at short distance scale. One possible way is
modify the theory by smearing out the interaction in spacetime which controls the short
distance divergences. Until now, there is only one way to achieve such behaviour which is
string theory [1]. In string theory, there is a natural short distance scale which is set by the
length of the string itself. This theory cuts off all ultraviolet divergences without spoiling
consistency. We will have more to say on this in the cosmological context later in this note.
Before passing over to string cosmology, let us first mention briefly a few aspects of the
standard model of cosmology which is based on general relativity.
The standard model of cosmology assumes that the Universe starts from a singularity
(big bang) when it is very hot, highly curved and initial conditions are rather random. As
we go forward in time, we encounter a period of superluminal expansion which is commonly known as inflation. A certain period of inflation is absolutely required in order to
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solve the so called horizon and flatness problem among others. These issues are discussed
in detail elsewhere [2] and we will have nothing much to say on these. However, let us
mention that in all the models of inflation, the basic structure is as follows. Here, one invokes a certain scalar field called the inflation. After the big bang phase, this scalar finds
itself away from the minimum of the potential. Thus, while rolling down to the minimum
of the potential slowly, it releases energy. This energy, in turn, drives the Universe to
expand quasi-exponentially.
Several authors, however, have put forward criticisms about the implementation of inflation. This is mainly due to the fact that there is a lack of a convincing model for what the
inflaton ought to be. It is also hard to justify the initial conditions that can provide a sufficiently long inflationary period. The condition for the onset of inflation thus has to come
from the physics of very early times. However, at this time, general relativity certainly
does not make sense. Hence, we hardly have any handle on the theory.
A natural question thus arises: How can string theory help us in this context? This is
a difficult question to answer at this stage. The reason is mainly due to the fact that we
do not yet understand the non-perturbative nature of string theory and therefore, we do not
know of a reliable action in the strong coupling regime. However, it is well known that,
given the perturbative knowledge of string theory, it is extremely hard to get a working
inflationary model out of string theory. In the low energy string effective action, there
are various scalars (dilaton, axion, string moduli etc.). However, they are always coupled
with other degrees of freedom in the theory and hence evolve in time. The evolution of
these scalars thus generically slows down the growth of the horizon. This makes it very
difficult to get out of the horizon and flatness problems. Thus it was clear that if inflation
had to take place in string theory, it had to come in a very different way. A step forward in
this direction was made by Veneziano [3] and is further developed in [4]. We will discuss
certain aspects of it in this review. A complete over all understanding of the subject can be
found in [5].
Before we go to the discussion of pre-big bang cosmology let us first list few important
properties of string theory. Each of these properties have no analogue in general relativity
and will play crucial roles in our discussion.



1. There is a natural length scale in the theory, as discussed before. This is the size of
a string and it works as an ultraviolet cut off in the theory. We will denote it as in
the following.
2. Rather than being pre-determined, all the couplings are dynamically determined.
These couplings are controlled by the expectation value of a scalar (dilaton) and is
present in all versions of string theory.
3. String theory has various perturbative symmetries. One of them which will be of
special interest to us is known as scale factor duality (SFD). This, in its simplest
form, inverts the radius of the Universe and shifts the dilaton. We will have occasion
to discuss this symmetry in detail in the next section.
4. There are strong evidences that string theory is endowed with certain nonperturbative symmetries. A special class of such symmetry transformation inverts
the string coupling – leading to strong-weak coupling duality; this is part of the
. We will discuss some aspects of it in the last section.
S-duality group

 "!$#

In the next section, we first discuss Veneziano’s proposal in the simplest setting. We then
review, in brief, some of the interesting features of the proposal. We also discuss a major
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unsolved problem with this scenario. In the last section, we concentrate on an algorithm to
find cosmological solutions in a large class models which are particularly interesting after
the recent developments on non-perturbative symmetries in string theory.

2. The pre-big bang cosmology
The pre-big bang scenario postulates that the Universe at early times is empty, cold, flat and
free and hence described by perturbative string theory. Let us thus start with the simplest
and the universal part of the string effective action which contains all the basic flavours of
pre-big bang cosmology.
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Here, is the curvature, is the dilaton and, as mentioned before, /HGJIO
8 This action is ?only valid description of the model when %  isorthe,instring
coupling.
turn,
when dilaton is very large and negative. We will be interested, in the following, when the
Universe is governed by Friedmann–Robertson–Walker (FRW) metric. This is given by
(ES .T(@U U QZ.\( Y [> Y Y (E]
 % .PQ  9<V  # XW  9  _^ 
(2)
[
Q
[ %a`   for flat,[ closed
.PQ or open Universe. In this section, we will concentrate
where
on %b` case. However, %
metric and its cosmological behaviour will be discussed
U U
in the last section in a more general setting.
Using the metric (2) in (1), it is easy to write down the field equations for  # and  # .
V symmetric
?
We do not display them here except mentioning a crucial property that they are
under the following transformations:
U 3 .ZU U .ZU .&egfihCj .ZU
(3)
V  #c V   #_ ?  #dc ?  # V  # F
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This is the so called SFD transformations as we mentioned earlier. This symmetry of the
equations of motion leads to various interesting cosmological consequences. Moreover,
we define Hubble parameter and the shifted dilaton respectively as, the Hubble parameter
and
, (3). One can see from the equation of motion for the
scale parameter and the dilaton that there are four solutions: two in the regime
and
other two in the positive side. In the negative range there is a solution for which
and
such that the Universe starts from zero size with zero coupling and undergoes
accelerated expansion. This solution is called the pre-big bang (PBB) solution. On the
other hand, for
, there is a solution which corresponds to expanding Universe with
deceleration, i.e.
. This could be identified with the FRW solution. One can show
that PBB solution gets related to the FRW type solution through SFD and time reversal
transformations. This is a special attribute of string theory. Thus it is evident that due to
the presence SFD, inflation appears naturally in string theory. Furthermore, the inflation
is driven by the kinetic term of the dilaton. Therefore, in this scenario, there is no need to
invoke a fine–tuned potential for inflation.
However a question naturally arises: Can we put together the
and the
regions as a single evolution? This will lead to a dilaton driven pre-big bang inflation for
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and the standard FRW cosmology atU later time i.e. )` . In this scenario, since
the Hubble parameter has a maximum at %` , this instant can therefore be identified
U of the big bang of standard
with the emergence
cosmology. However, it turns out that as
k becomes
large andU we proceed towards the
we approach % ` , the Hubble parameter
high curvature
regime.
Much
before
we
reach
the
singularity
Hubble
` , whenantheadequate
kyx  3  , the tree level effective equations (1) doat not%wprovide
parameter,
U we already reach high curvature and strong coupling (note
description of cosmology, since
that approaches infinity as cz` ). Therefore, one must take into account the effects
? powers of curvature and higher order contributions in string perturbation theory.
of higher
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Due to these problems, there is as yet no concrete answer to the question that is posed in
the beginning of this paragraph.
Thus one of the central issues in PBB string cosmology is to understand the transition
from the accelerated expanding solution to the decelerating and expanding solution; known
as the graceful exit problem. In other words, we would like to understand the mechanism
for transition of the Universe from PBB to FRW branch. Of course, graceful exit problem
needs to be resolved in any cosmological model which incorporates inflation. In the PBB
context the evolution equations have been studied in the presence of a dilatonic potential.
Although, it is not possible to derive the dilaton potential in the string perturbation theory,
however, one expects that eventually a dilaton potential will appear since there is no evidence for a long range weak force (comparable to gravitational force). It has been shown
that [6] that such a branch change from PBB (inflationary) to post big bang (FRW) is not
possible in the presence of any realistic dilaton potential if we deal with the tree level string
effective action. It is quite possible that a satisfactory answer to the question needs better
understanding of non-perturbative string theory. One of the way to understand the graceful
exit problem is to consider higher order string effective action taking into account higher
powers of curvature and analyse the possibility of overcoming the no go theorems. Another proposal is to invoke ideas of quantum cosmology in order to resolve the problem of
graceful exit [7,8]. Let us discuss, qualitatively, the proposal of Gasperini, Maharana and
Veneziano to understand graceful exit in quantum string cosmology. Recall that the classical string cosmological equations, when analysed in the presence of a dilaton potential
do not allow transition from the PBB phase to the FRW regime. There is an impenetrable
regime in the phase space where the Hubble parameter become unphysical and the trajectories representing classical solutions must end on a surface characterized by the Hubble
parameter and the dilaton on a two dimensional plane. These conditions are known as the
egg equations. If one starts with quantum evolution equations, i.e. Wheeler de Witt equation for the graviton-dilaton system, then it might be possible to circumvent the classical
no go theorem. Indeed this approach was followed [7] to illustrate how graceful exit could
occur in string cosmology through a simple toy model. In this model, in the presence of a
shifted dilatonic potential, one finds that there is a wave function which in the remote past
corresponds to the background configurations of accelerating, expanding Universe. Then
one finds that the transition probability for finding the Universe corresponding to the FRW
. This result is quite encouraging alconfiguration of the background goes like
though obtained for a toy model. Subsequently, the issue of graceful exit in quantum string
cosmology was studied for the graviton, dilaton and axion system and the amplitudes were
calculated [8].

.~Q / GJI
{_|@} n 
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3. Various cosmological solutions
As it is mentioned in the introduction, investigation of explicit cosmological solutions always help us as a guidepost. With this in mind, in this section we give a general analysis
constructing various solutions that follows from string theory. In particular, we first discuss
a model which appears in various string theories in their low energy limits. This model becomes particularly interesting when we take into account various non-perturbative duality
symmetries of string theory – a direction which activated much of interests in the recent
past. Various other complicated models can be analysed along the similar line. For that
we refer the readers to the original papers. We will then go on to discuss the solutions to
WDW equations for our model as, we expect, the solution of WDW equations (governing
the quantum description of our Universe) is likely to give important hints for the resolution
of graceful exit problem in pre-big bang cosmology.

3.1 An illustrative example


 
')(E0+ , .T . Q . Q 1M 5
(4)
&%
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where the constant can be parametrised as
V .  .qQ .  .qQ
E #_ .
#
(5)
 
V  %b
F
/
Here, the action (4) is written in Einstein frame. The string metric
of previous section
H
=
B
is related to the Einstein metric
by
 1 C / =HB
(6)
=HB % C =HB>F
 in (5) is a dimension dependent constant that can be found in [9]. We will assume that
all the fields depend only on time. The background metric is assumed to have the form
(ES . 1 (@U 1 ( S 1 ( >(@@

(7)
( S  (%  Q  9  o  9 
where o  represents the  -dimensional metric on the spatial section of a  -dimensional
spacetime, with %<
9(@Y . We shall consider spatial metrics of the maximally-symmetric
form
( S QZ.\[> Y Y (E]
%
(8)
 9  .O Q 
] o
[
where   is the metric on a unit 
-sphereQ and the constant has been defined earlier.
#
In (7),  runs over dimensions so that ¡%
 9 to .
9
In the gauge ¢£% ¥¤
, the action (4) reduces
M¦
9


dimension involves the metric, a dilaton and an
The simplest cosmological model in
-rank field strength . The action is given by
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(9)



In writing down this action, one can use either of the two ansätze for the field strength
that are compatible with the symmetries of the metric (7), giving rise to electric or magnetic
cosmological solutions. In the electric solutions, the ansatz for the antisymmetric tensor is
given in terms of its potential, and in a coordinate frame, takes the form

and hence

¤ T ³´ _ µ¶ µ 0· %¹¸-º Z³» µ¶ µ Z· 
½¼  ³   µ¶U µ  · % ¸Al º  ³   µ¶ µ  · 

(10)

.   .<Q (11)
¾% . For
where ¸ depends on only. For the electric solutions, we have ~%¹
the magnetic cosmological solutions, the ansatz for the tangent-space components for the
antisymmetric tensor is
  ³  µ¶ µ ¿ %À 1 3EÁ  º  ³  µ¶ µ ¿  . .qQ
(12)
¬
ª
 . In the action (9),  and ©
where  is a constant. Thus we have ~%  ÂP%b
are related to ¤Ã¦ and in the following way:
.«Q
?
«
.
Q
¬tÄ M¦  #Å¤Ã ªaÄ ¦  .  ©«Ä . º HM¦
9 .PQ º V  C# ?
V@?Æ9 F (13)
Q 9
Here ºZ%
is for electric case and ºT%
for the magnetic case. Note that in the electric
case, the constant  arises as the¬ integration
© ª constant for the function ¸ in (11).
The equations of motion for  and are
Ç¬ [  .«Q #  1 ± %:`E © Ç Q v  1K¯ %b`E ª Ç %¹`
(14)
9
9 
/ F
The variation of the action (4) with respect to the lapse function È ¼Â¼ provides the canonical constraint:
.
© l  v  1K¯ H@ .«Q C# V  ª l  % _A.« Q ¬ l   [ -~É .qQ # 1 ± (15)


9
9
9
F
¬ ©
Since and both satisfy Liouville equations, it is straightforward to solve these equations directly:

h4ÐÂÑ Ó U [ Q
M
Á
3
Ë
1 3 ± %§Ê ÁMÌCË 3 ÍÏ ÐÅÎ ÔiÕ Ñ Ó Ò ± U # if [ % .P; Q

¬ % . Ó Ò ÌC± Í U  if[ Ò ± %¹#d`   if % ;
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©

is
, h4ÐÂÑ U
1 3Ö %  Ó  Î Ó Ò ¯ #d
(17)
Ò ¯
Ó
ª
where Ò ¯ is again constant. The solution for may be taken to be simply
.
U
ª % Ó2Ò ×
(18)
F
The constraint (15) therefore implies that
. .
Ó Ò ¯  % AsÓ Ò ±  @ .«Q C# V 0Ó Ò × 
(19)
  #
F
The Hamiltonians for the fields , and are given by
Q Q [ ¬ .q© Q ª
k ± % Q Ó  Q  #  1 ± 
k ¯ % Q Ó ±¯  9  ®  1Ø¯ 
k × %  Ó × 9 
(20)

Ó ±  Ó ¯ and Ó × correspond
¬ © ª
where
to ª momenta conjugate to  and coordinates. No¬
©
tice that the solutions for  and
can[ be Q cast in a different¬ form in terms of their
phase-space variables. For example, when %
, the solution for can be written as
.qQ h4ÐÂÑ
.
1 3 ± %  Ó Î ¬ Ò  Ó ± % Ó Ò ±uÙÚ Õ Ñ ¬ Ò 
(21)
Ò
±
¬ Ó±U
where Ò %ÛÒ . In fact, these equations can be viewed as a canonical
from
¬ Ó ± transformation
#
the interacting Liouville system, with phase-space coordinates  
, to a free system
¬ Ó±
k ± %  Ó Ò  , by re-writing (21)
with phase-space coordinates Ò gÒ with the Hamiltonian Ò
 ±
as
q
.
Q
Â
Ð
r
Ô
E
Õ
Ñ
«
.
Q
Ü
h
Å
Ð
Ñ
Ó ± %aÉ # 1 ± ¬ Ò  Ó Ò ± %s # 1 ± Î ¬ Ò 
(22)
¬ ¬
The generating function O  Ò # has the following form
.qQ ÐÂÔiÕ Ñ
(23)
O ¬  ¬ Ò #%aÉ # 1 ± ¬ Ò 
where

is an arbitrary constant. Similarly the solution for

such that

Ó ± % ; ¬Ý
  Ó Ò ± % ; ¬
ÒF
;
;
k
These are the same equations as in (22). Obviously, since ¯

(24)

has also the same structure, a
similar set of canonical transformations will also bring it to a free Hamiltonian form. Thus
by solving a set of free systems and using the canonical mapping (21), we can generate
the solutions of the interacting theory given by the action (4). As we shall discuss in next
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 53, No. 6, December 1999
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subsection, these transformations can be implemented in the quantum version of the model.
This, in turn, will allow us to solve the corresponding WDW equations in a straightforward
manner.
Though, here, we have discussed a simple class of models, we would like to point out
that the method employed here is quite powerful. Various complicated cosmological systems lead exact solutions both in the classical and quantum level through this method. For
more details, we refer to the original papers [10,11].

3.2 The Wheeler-DeWitt equation
The canonical transformation between the classical Liouville and free theories that have
been discussed above can be implemented at the quantum level. This is done by introducing
intertwining operators which generate canonical transformations on the quantum operators
and on the wave functions. In order to construct such operators we first focus on the
cosmological model discussed in the previous subsection.
given in (20). It is known that there exists an operator
Let us first concentrate on
which transforms the Liouville Hamiltonian to a free one [12]. In particular,

Þ±

k±

Þ 3  %ßk Ò ±
(25)
±
F
As a result,
functions
and Òà
Þ ± hasà ± been
± of the Liouville and free theories are related by
àq% Þ ± 3  Òà .theThewave
operator
constructed in [12], and takes the following form:
Þ ± %âáã ÁM3 Gå  æ Ó 3  á  ± 
(26)
Åä ± ±¡ç
where each of the constituent pieces has the following action:
frÕ
á0  ±éè ¬¬ c Ó ¬  Ó Ó ± c . ¬ê¬ Ó ± 
ÓGå ç 3 ±  èè ¬ cc Ó ± 3 .«  ¬êQ Ó ÐÂ± Ôr± ÕEÑ c Ó ± c  Ó ± 
áã ÁM3 Åä  æ ± ± è ¬ cÝ ± # Ó ¬ hÜÐÅÑ 3 ¬
Ó ± c ± Î .«Q 
(27)
 Ó ¬ F .Zë
 D % k , ittoistheimmediate
that the
Taking into account the commutation relation
±
6
combined
action
of
(27)
is
to
map
the
Liouville
Hamiltonian
free
Hamiltonian
k Ò ± %  Ó Ò  . Similarly, the operator Þ ± has the following action
± on the wave function
±

[12]:
Þ 3  è 1Kìií ± cïî í2ðñìií  1 ± #d
(28)
±
where ðñìòí is a modified
function. Owing to the fact that the canonical transforÞ ± Bessel
is non-unitary (as it must be, since the Liouville theory is not
mation described by
simply equivalent to the free theory), the normalisation of the transformed wave function
Þ±k±

is not just the same as the normalisation of the free wave function. It can be determined by
calculating the effect of the transformation on the Hilbert-space inner product, leading to
the result
1112
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(29)
î í % ó È  ó # F
Now consider the WDW equation, which is simply
kêô  ¬  ©  ª #õ%:`
(30)
F
Here the total Hamiltonian of the system is given by
.
k % k ¯ C@ .«Q C# V  kv× . _A.« Q k ±
(31)

9 
F
ô ¬ © ª
It is clear now from the structure of the Hamiltonian that the wave function    #
will have the following form:
ô  ¬  ©  ª #d% ô ± ô ¯ 1 ì ÌCö × 
(32)
ô
ô
¬
©
where
k
± and ¯ depend on and respectively. Following our previous discussion,
there is an intertwining operator which will convert the interacting Hamiltonian to a sum
of free Hamiltonians. It is given by
Þ %âá$ã ÁK3 Gå æ Ó 3  ± á  ± áT÷ øgù Gå æ ¯ Ó ¯ 3  ¯ á  ¯
(33)
»ä ± ±¡ç
ç F
Its action on the Hamiltonian is
.
Þ k Þ 3  %ßk Ò ¯ C@ .«Q C# V  kv× . _A.« Q k Ò ±
(34)

9  Þ
F
It is now easy to read off the action
Q of on the wave functions:
ô  ¬  ª  © #g% , ó î í Í î í Ö ð ì ã ÁM3 Åä í Í  1 ± # ð ì ÷ øù í Ö  1K¯ # 1Kìòí ö ×  (35)

Í
where î í and î í Ö are momentum-dependent normalisation constants which can be de[ Q
termined from (29).
[ similar
.PQ arguments, we can
. Following
So far, we have been discussing the case %
also study the WDW wave function for an open universe ( %
). In this case, the
analogue of (27) is
fiÕ ¬ Ó ¬úÓ
¬
á0  ±éè ¬ c Ó  Ó ± c . ¬ ± 
Ó G ç 3 ±é èè ¬ cc Ó ± 3 .q  ¬úQ Ó ± hÜ± ÐÅÑ c Ó ± c  Ó ± 
áã ÁM3 Åä ´û æ ± ± è ¬ cmÉ ± # Î Ó ÐÂ¬ ÔiÕ Ñ  3 ¬
Ó ± c ± .qQ 
(36)

F
Þ
The operator is now
Þ ± %âáã ÁM3 ´û G æ Ó 3  á0  ± 
(37)
Å

ä
±
¡
±
ç
[ wave
Q functions can be evaluated [ using methods similar to the ones
whose action on the
used above in the %
case. We shall not discuss the %¹` case in detail. Following the
above discussion, the structure of the wave function is also easily obtained in this case.
String cosmology
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4. Conclusion
In this brief review, we have discussed a possible cosmological scenario which appears naturally in string theory. We pointed out several attractive features of the model. However,
graceful exit remains a major problem in this context. Though there are very encouraging hints to overcome this problem from quantum string cosmology, there is still lack of
progress in this direction. Beside the exit problem, questions are raised about whether the
PBB scenario solves the homogeneity and flatness problems [13,14]. We have not discussed these issues in this review. In 3, we analysed certain classical solutions and the
corresponding WDW equations of a large class of models, from the pre-big bang prospective. We believe that these solutions provide various clues which can help in implementing
the PBB scenario successfully.

ü
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